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Phoenix Singers - Fauré's Requiem and other choral favourites (/bramall/events/Phoenix-Singers---Faur%c3%a9s-Requiem-and-other-choral-favourites.aspx)
11 July 2015
Phoenix Singers – Birmingham is a choir of over 120 members, meeting weekly in south Birmingham and singing for pleasure while raising money for charity. This year's charity is Alzheimer's UK.The concert features Fauré's Requiem and favourite choral pieces such as Zadok the Priest, followed
by well-loved songs from the shows.

Neon Villages Band - Jazz in the Foyer (/bramall/events/NeonVillagesBand-JazzintheFoyer.aspx)
08 October 2015
Neon Villages are a vibrant and versatile group made of some exceptional UK based musicians. The band features BBC Radio3/Jazz FM featured pianist/composer David Austin Grey, BBC Radio 2 featured vocalist Aisling Iris, The versatile and soulful bassist Wayne Matthews, and gifted young
drummer Euan Palmer. The group have recently finished recording their debut EP due for release this summer.

Bramall Comedy Night: Ivan Brackenbury, Ian D. Montfort and Chris Turner (/bramall/events/Bramall-Comedy-Night-Ivan-Brackenbury-and-Ian-D-Montfort-.aspx)
08 October 2015
Ivan Brackenbury Inept hospital radio DJ Ivan Brackenbury is the creation of Tom Binns, a former breakfast radio host on London's XFM as well as a comedian in his own right. Ian D. Montfort Another creation of Tom Binns, Ian D Montfort is a psychic from Sunderland, who made his debut at the
2010 Edinburgh Fringe. Binns combines the 'cold reading' trickery of stage mediums with comic patter to debunk their techniques. He made the radio series Ian D Montfort is Unbelievable for Radio 2 in 2013.

Vice-Chancellor's Distinguished Lecture Series: Simon Stevens, Chief Executive, NHS England (/bramall/events/Vice-ChancellorsDistinguishedLectureSeriesSimonStevens,ChiefExecutive,NHSEngland.aspx)
14 October 2015
The University is delighted to welcome the Chief Executive of NHS England, Simon Stevens, to deliver a keynote talk.

Bramall Film Night Presents – Jaws (/bramall/events/BramallFilmNightPresents%e2%80%93Jaws.aspx)
28 October 2015
The iconic summer thriller comes to the Bramall! - the movie that started the tradition of summer block-busters and launched Speilbergs career - Jaws!

Bramall Comedy Night: Gary Delaney, Angela Barnes, and Scott Bennett (/bramall/events/BramallComedyNightGaryDelaney-AngelaBarnes-and-ScottBennett.aspx)
05 November 2015
Gary Delaney is a razor sharp one-liner comedian, who is widely regarded as being the most quotable comic on the circuit. The sheer number of outstanding gags leaves the audience struggling to remember them all.Angela Barnes: "brilliantly funny" - Sarah Millican: "She's just a gloriously downto-earth, straight talking and extremely funny comic" - The Guardian. Scott Bennett has rapidly established himself as one of the fastest rising stars on the UK circuit. With a warm and engaging delivery, he is a Yorkshire live wire with an undeniable no nonsense logic. Scott delivers wry
observations on the absurdity of modern living.

Jonathan Antoine (/bramall/events/JonathanAntoine.aspx)
11 November 2015
Classically trained tenor Jonathan Antoine rose to fame on Britain's Got Talent as part of the duet Jonathan and Charlotte performing in front of an audience of 14 million and winning over the nation's hearts, and now he is coming to the Bramall as part of his nationwide tour.

Bramall Comedy Night: Joe Lycett, Joel Dommett and Adam Rowe (/bramall/events/BramallComedyNightJoeLycett,PatrickMonahanandAdamRowe.aspx)
03 December 2015
Adam Rowe - a popular and likeable stand-up comic from Liverpool who began performing in 2010 and went full-time in 2012. Joe Lycett - "one of the strongest emerging comedy talents we've seen in a long time. This young man has a huge future."- TimeOut. Joel Dommett has had a hugely
exciting career since starting stand up comedy in 2007. He was the face of MTV in 2012 and presented their daily news bulletins. He also worked on the live new Channel 4 aftershow, Live in Chelsea, How to Survive a Disaster Movie (Channel 5) and the hugely successful Impractical Jokers
(BBC3).
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